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always been afflicted with despots. Yet
America has always been free. And we
have remained free by following the
counsel of Washington, Jefferson, and
Adams and staying out of foreign quar-
rels and foreign wars. 

Who is feeding the president this
interventionist nonsense? 

The president now plans to hector
and badger foreign leaders on the
progress each is making toward attain-
ing U.S. standards of democracy. “We
will persistently clarify the choice
before every ruler and nation—the
moral choice between oppression,
which is always wrong, and freedom,
which is eternally right.” This is a for-
mula for “Bring-it-on!” collisions with
every autocratic regime on earth, includ-
ing virtually every African and Arab
ruler, all the “outposts of tyranny”
named by Secretary Rice, most of the
nations of Central Asia, China, and
Russia. This is a prescription for endless
war. Yet as Madison warned, “No nation
can preserve its freedom in the midst of
continual warfare.”

Who and what converted a president
who came to office with no knowledge
of the world to the idea that only a
global crusade for democracy could
keep us secure? Answer: 9/11—and the
neoconservatives. 

In his inaugural address, Mr. Bush calls
9/11 the day “when freedom came under
attack.” This is sophomoric. Osama did
not send fanatics to ram planes into the
World Trade Center because he hates the

Bill of Rights. He sent the terrorists here
because he hates our presence and poli-
cies in the Middle East. He did it for the
same reason FLN rebels blew up cafes in
Paris and Hamas suicide bombers blow
up pizza parlors in Jerusalem. 

From the Battle of Algiers to the
bombing of the Beirut Marine barracks,
from the expulsion of the Red Army by
the mujahideen of Afghanistan to the
expulsion of Israel from Lebanon by
Hezbollah, guerrilla war and terror tac-
tics have been the means Muslims have
used to expel armies they could not
defeat in conventional war.

The 9/11 killers were over here because
we are over there. We were not attacked
because of who we are but because of
what we do. It is not our principles they
hate. It is our policies. U.S. intervention
in the Middle East was the cause of the
9/11 terror. Bush believes it is the cure.
Has he learned nothing from Iraq?

In 2003, we invaded a nation that had
not attacked us, did not threaten us, and
did not want war with us to disarm it of
weapons it did not have. Now, after
plunging $200 billion and the lives of
1,400 of our best and bravest into this
war and killing tens of thousands of
Iraqis, we have reaped a harvest of
hatred in the Arab world and, according
to officials in our own government, have
created a new nesting place and train-
ing ground for terrorists to replace the
one we lately eradicated in Afghanistan.

Among those who have converted
President Bush to the notion that with-

THAT GEORGE W. BUSH would seek to
embed the Iraq War in the higher cause
of global democracy was to be
expected. That is the way of wartime
presidents.

By late 1863, Lincoln’s war to crush
Southern secession was about whether
“government of the people, by the
people, for the people shall ... perish
from the earth.” By 1917, the European
war whose causes Wilson professed not
to understand in 1916 had become “the
war to end all wars” and to “make the
world safe for democracy.”

Leaders alchemize wars begun over
lesser interests into epochal struggles
for universal principles because only
thus can they justify demands for greater
sacrifices in blood and treasure. But
Bush has gone Wilson one better. He is
not only going to make the world safe
for democracy, he is going to make the
world democratic. Where Lincoln abol-
ished slavery in the South, Bush is going
to abolish tyranny from the earth: “So it
is the policy of the United States to seek
and support the growth of democratic
movements and institutions in every
nation and culture, with the ultimate
goal of ending tyranny in our world.” 

A conservative knows not whether to
laugh or weep, for Mr. Bush has just
asserted a right to interfere in the inter-
nal affairs of every nation on earth.
Why? Because the “survival of liberty in
our land increasingly depends on the
success of liberty in other lands.” But
this is utterly ahistorical. The world has
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out Arab democracy there can be no
Mideast peace is Natan Sharansky, and
much of what the famed Soviet dissi-
dent writes is undeniably true. Even
inside the darkest despotism, people
yearn for freedom. They hate tyranny
and love liberty. They wish to live in
lands that allow them to choose their
own leaders. And as democratic rulers
must return to the people for renewal of
their mandates in free elections, they are
more likely to seek the peace and pros-
perity their people desire. Thus, only
democracy can pave the way to true
peace and security. This is the message
of Sharansky’s Case for Democracy,
which the president has embraced and
encouraged all to read.

But what is often true is not always
true, and U.S. foreign policy, which is to
protect U.S. vital interests and the peace
and freedom of Americans, cannot be
rooted in the idealism of an ex-Soviet
dissident or the ideology of neoconserv-
atives who promised us a “cakewalk” in
Iraq and assured us we would be wel-

comed with flowers. Sharansky notwith-
standing, democracy is neither a neces-
sary nor sufficient condition of America’s
peace and security, nor even of Israel’s. 

In 1967, David Ben-Gurion told Richard
Nixon and this writer he hoped Nasser
would survive Egypt’s humiliation in the
Six-Day War because only Nasser had
the prestige to lead the Arabs to accept
peace with Israel. Sadat was no democ-
rat when Israel gave him back the Sinai
and signed a peace. Arafat was no demo-
crat when Rabin and Peres agreed to the
Oslo Accords and shared a Nobel Prize
with him. Assad was no democrat when
Israel negotiated a truce with him on the
Golan Heights. That truce has held. Nor
was Khadafi a democrat when Bush
agreed to lift sanctions imposed on

Libya for the massacre of Pan Am 103 if
Khadafi would surrender his weapons of
mass destruction. Khadafi did, and Bush
rightly claims this as a diplomatic suc-
cess of his first term. 

While it is true that the dictatorships
of Franco, Pinochet, and Marcos gave
way to democracies, that was not true of
Batista, Somoza, or the Shah. When
Carter undermined the Peacock Throne,
we got the Ayatollah. 

Urging Bush not to press Israel into
making peace with the Palestinians until
Palestine embraces democracy is a
clever way to postpone peace indefi-
nitely and let Israel expand its settle-
ments and consolidate its hold over the
West Bank and East Jerusalem. That
may be in Israel’s interest. But it is not in
America’s interest. Sharansky’s idealism
just happens to coincide with Sharon’s
agenda. Can President Bush not see this?

America has old friendships and
important interests in the Middle East
that cannot await the dawn of democ-
racy in the 22 Arab states where it cur-

rently does not exist. We cannot make
the best the enemy of the good. And if
democracy means rule by the people,
how enthusiastic should we be about its
introduction into the Middle East? In
1991, Algerians were given a democratic
vote—and elected an Islamist regime.
The army intervened, igniting a civil war
that left 100,000 dead. President Bush
might ask his father why he did not
speak up for Algerian democracy then.

Unlike Eastern Europe, where com-
munism was imposed on Christian
countries with traditions of self-rule,
democracy never took root in the Arab
lands of the caliphate. Thus King Farouk’s
ouster gave us Nasser. King Idris’s ouster
gave us Khadafi. And King Feisal’s ouster
gave us Saddam Hussein. How certain

are we that if the kings of Morocco,
Jordan, and Saudi Arabia fall, democra-
cies will arise? 

Given that the neocons were wrong
on every count about Iraq, does Bush
truly wish to gamble the Middle East on
their confident predictions that, once
the Arab monarchies fall, Western
democracy will flourish among people
who seem to revile Bush and revere
Osama bin Laden?

After the shocked reaction in many
quarters to the president’s inaugural
address, the White House, George H.W.
Bush, and later the president himself
hastened to explain that there was noth-
ing new or radical in the speech. Per-
haps a sense of reality has already begun
to manifest itself. 

We are simply not going to stop buying
Saudi oil or cut off our $2 billion in annual
aid to Egypt or sever relations with
Musharraf or sanction a China that could
sink the dollar because these regimes
refuse to make the reforms Bush
demands. It is not going to happen. Pres-
ident Bush will either wind up eating his
overblown rhetoric or following it over
the cliff and taking us with him.

America “goes not abroad, in search
of monsters to destroy,” said John
Quincy Adams, “She is the well-wisher
to the freedom and independence of all.
She is the champion and vindicator only
of her own.” Under the tutelage of
Jacobins who call themselves idealists,
Bush has repudiated this wise core doc-
trine of U.S. foreign policy to embrace
Wilsonian interventionism in the inter-
nal affairs of every autocratic regime on
earth. We are going to democratize the
world and abolish tyranny. 

Giddy with excitement, the neocons
are falling all over one another to hail the
president. They are not conservatives at
all. They are anti-conservatives, and their
crusade for democracy will end as did
Wilson’s, in disillusionment for the presi-
dent and tragedy for this country.

THE NEOCONS WERE WRONG ON EVERY COUNT ABOUT IRAQ.
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In reality, Hopkins is a veteran at play-
ing the gender card. Wendy McElroy
reported in 2001 on Hopkins’s lucrative
conflicts-of-interest:

The [MIT] Committee was estab-
lished to investigate complaints of
sex discrimination that were lev-
eled by Hopkins herself. Yet she
became the Chair, heading an
investigation into her own com-
plaints. As a result of her findings,
Hopkins received—among other
benefits—a 20 percent raise in
salary, an endowed chair and
increased research funds. Indeed,
most of the Committee consisted
of women who benefited substan-
tially from the ‘guilty’ verdict. The
only evidence of sex discrimination
produced was the fact that there
are more men than women in the
faculty of the School for Science.

Similarly, Denice D. Denton was cele-
brated for standing up to Summers to,
in her words, “speak truth to power.”
This heroic tableau of the humble, no
doubt discriminated against female
engineering professor daring to defy the
mighty male university president lost
some luster when it emerged that
Denton was UC Santa Cruz’s chancellor-
designate at $275,000 annually. One col-
lege supremo attempting to intimidate
another one into not mentioning incon-
venient facts is not what most people
visualize as speaking truth to power.

A few days later, Tanya Schevitz
reported in the San Francisco Chroni-

cle on how Denton plays the game. The

headline read, “UC hires partner of
chancellor: creates $192,000 post for
Santa Cruz chief’s lesbian lover.” 

Less privileged women were unen-
thused. “‘It makes me sick,’ said Mary
Higgins, an administrative assistant at
UCSF and statewide president of UC’s
clerical union, which did not get a raise
this year. ‘It is a violation of the public
trust and it is just more of the same.’“

But Denton had a powerful defender
in the female scientist who had formerly
headed UC Santa Cruz. M.R.C. Green-
wood praised UCSC’s two-for-the-price-
of-three deal for the lesbian academics
as the cost of gender diversity: UCSC
“should be commended for attracting
and hiring two very qualified female
engineers.” Greenwood herself had just
moved up to provost of the UC system at
$380,000 per year, almost $100,000 more
than the man she replaced. Moreover,
she quietly brought with her a female
scientist friend from Santa Cruz to fill
the novel post of “Executive Faculty
Associate to the Provost.” Are you notic-
ing a pattern here?

The feminists’ complaints never made
intuitive sense. (Not that they cared; the
goal of academic feminism is money and
power, not rationality.) Apparently, the
Patriarchy had conceded to power-shar-
ing with women in such trivial outposts
as law and business, but it desperately
clung to that central bastion of male
control of society: the college mathe-
matics department. 

All 23 tenured mathematicians at
Harvard are indeed men. Yet can you
name one? Do you know even two living
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I  TRIED TO EXPLAIN the Larry Sum-
mers brouhaha to my wife, but she
stumped me with a simple question. I
had outlined for her how the president
of Harvard—after mentioning that
genetic differences could be one possi-
ble reason that more men than women
are qualified to be Harvard professors of
math, engineering, and science—had
almost instantly offered three apologies
and pledged more affirmative action for
women as reparations.

Puzzled, my wife asked, “Why did
Summers give in so fast and promise, in
effect, to make it harder for our sons to
someday get hired there? What’s the
president of Harvard so scared of?”

Invented by Jesse Jackson, this public
ritual—an authority figure commits a
“gaffe” by telling a bit of truth about
human diversity and then immediately
hands over other people’s money and
opportunities to the offended special
interest—has become so familiar that
nobody asks why the fix is always in.

Summers, who was Secretary of the
Treasury under Bill Clinton, is a famously
headstrong and arrogant man. So why
did he cave in without a fight? It’s not as
if he was lacking in responses.

MIT biologist Nancy Hopkins won
much sympathy from the press for flee-
ing Summers’s talk like a blushing Victo-
rian maiden hearing some uncouth per-
sonage use the word “legs” instead of
“limbs.” In leaking Summers’s off-the-
record talk to the Boston Globe, Hopkins
claimed that she had to leave or, “I
would’ve either blacked out or thrown
up.” 

The Education of Larry Summers
Math is hard—for girls.
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